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A METHODOLOGY FOR STUDYING THE RECRUITI'ffiNT

INTO KUWAIT'S SHRIMP STOCKS

Daniel pauly*

Introduction

Recruitment is the crucial process in maintaining a fishery, and

the pres~nt trend of decreasing recruitment in the Ku~ait fisheries is

justifiably considered to be a cause for concern (Mathews and Abdul-

Ghaffar, in press).

The shrimp resources of Kuwait have been comparatively well studied,

and in fact some of the most recently developed and powerful methods for

the analysis of shrimp populations. e.g.. the method of Jones and van

Zalinge (1981). have been applied to these stocks.

All of these approaches are based on a relatively coarse time scale

(usually resulting in one point per year) and, therefore, cannot

explicitly utilize the information on the recruitment process provided

by within-year fluctuations of this process. Moreover, by providing one

data point per year, these methods do not provide enough degrees of

freedom to test hypotheses regarding the effects of a larger number of

factors on the recruitment of Kuwait shrimp stocks. Thus, for lack of

sufficient data points, no attempt has so far been made to investigate

the effect of fish predation on shrimp recruitment, although such an

effect has been shown elsewhere to have a strong impact (Pauly, 1984).

A methodology is presented with the help of which relatively long monthly

time series of recruitment in at least one major stock of shrimp (Pena~Ls

semisulcatus) could be derived. Also. some suggestions for further

the type discussed here are presented.analysis of time series data of
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All examples given are either hypothetical or refer to the Peruvian

anchoveta f,ngraulis ringens, to which the methodology proposed here has

already been applied.

Material and Methods

To apply the methodology proposed here, which is structured around

the ELEFAN III program (Pope et al., MS) the following sets of data are

needed from the stock under investigation:

1. length-frequency samples representative of the catch by each gear

type for each month with non-zero catch (missing data can be

interpolated; see below),

2. catch in weight by month (missing data can be interpolated; see

below)

4. a set of average growth parameters including parameters expressing

seasonal growth, as produced by the ELEFAN I program (see below).

The length-frequency data (Set 1) appear to be available for a

fairly long period of time in Kuwait (especially with regards to F.

semisulcatus). Moreover, the available uninterrupted time series can be

"stretched" using two methods:

A. for short periods (1, 2, or 3 months) missing length frequency data

can be interpolated as illustrated in Fig. I, which is simple and

provides rather realistic replacements for missing samples, and

B. for a longer period of missing data (c.g., a whole year), the

length-distributions of the immediately preceding and succeeding

years are used, averaged for the corresponding months on the

assumptions that first, the time structure of the length-frequency
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3. parameters "a" and lib" of a length-weigl}t relationship of the

form W = a . Lb either as average values for the whole period,

under consideration, or by month.
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Fig. 1. Length.frequency dat8 of Peruvl8n 8nchoveta, Including SImples that were Iineeriv Interpol.ted. The reeder
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samples repeats itself from year to year and second that it is the

catch, rather than the catch composition that has the crucial

influence on the biomasses and monthly recruitment values estimated

by virtual population analysis (VPA; see below).

Thus, the first task would be to set up a comprehensive base of

standardized length-frequency data in~erpolated to cover without gaps as

long a period of time as possible. This must be done for each gear type

and species of shrimp for which sufficient measurements are available.

Separation of.the data by gear type is necessary because different gears

used (e.g., in the commercial and artisanal fisheries) have very different

5~lection properties and hence exploit different parts of a stock.
. .

The monthly catch data (Set 2) are quite straightforward to obtain; it

is important, however, that these data be gear-specific, such that they

can be combined with the length-frequency data (Set 1) to obtain gear-

specific catch-at-length data. Here again, interpolation for missing

months is possible, as is the splitting up of an annual catch fi~ure

fram earlier years into 12 monthly values, using weighting factors

reflecting the seasonality of the fishery obtained through more recent

investigations.

The values of parameters "a" and "b" (Set 3) can be obtained through

a single, average length-weight relationship derived from animals collected

over a longer period. Alternatively, an equation of the form W = a . L3

and weight-length data on a monthly basis ca~ be used to allow for seasonal

changes of the length-weight relationship through changes in parameter

The growth parameters (Set 4) are Lm and K. as needed to express von

Bertalanffy growth in length. It is important here that Lm should be well

above L (the largest shrimp in the data set) by at least one lengthmax

class. It has been shown that VPAs using a length-to-age transformation

give erroneous results when L is near L . Moreover, the growth functionmax
used for the length-to-age transformation will have to account for seasonal

growth oscillations (i.e., have parameters equivalent to C and T in thes
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Fig. 2. Four growth curves genera1ed by a seasonally oscillating growth fo~mule (equetlon 1) end the IIImtI set of
growth parameters lsee Pauly and Gaschutz 1979 or Pauly and D8Vid 1981 for detailed paramater definhionsl. The
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l:~th equation of Pauly and Geschutz (1979),

L = L {(I-exp-K(t-t )+(CK/2~)sin 2w(t-t )1
t ~ 0 S

... (1)

.~ is incorporated in the ELEFAN I program of Pauly and David (1981)....at

It is suggested, therefore, that the growth parameter values used

~ obtained through analysis of the available length data by the ELEFAN I

?rogram, which will provide parameters describing the growth of both of

:he two cohorts usually produced within each year.

The ELEF&~ III program discussed below cannot (in its present form)

handle between-year changes in growth parameters. A previous inspection

by the author of length-frequency data on the Kuwaiti stock of P.

3~3ulcatus suggests, however, that the growth parameters of this shrimp

vary little between cohorts and years, once account is taken of the

different birth dates of.the various cohorts and of their effects on a

seasonally oscillating growth curve (see also Fig. 2).

Once all elements (Sets 1 to 4) are available, detailed analysis

can proceed. For this purpose, the ELEFAN III program of Pope et al.

lS used which consists of two sets of routines:,

a. a routine to create monthly catch-at-Iength data from monthly length

frequency samples, monthly ~atch and the parameters "a" and "b" of

the length-weight relationship, and

b. three routines performing different forms of VPA.

The parameters of the length-weight relationship are used to compute

the weights corresponding to the limits (lowe! and upper) or each length

class; these weights are then averaged to produce a mean weight for the

animals of a given length class. Then the weight"s corresponding to each

monthly length-frequency sample are computed. These weights are divided

into the corresponding monthlr catches to obtain monthly raising factors.

These are then used to raise the monthly length-frequency sample to the

monthly number of animals caught, categorized by length class ("catch-at-

length data").
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation 01 the method used to identify "pseudo-cohorts" using a set 01 catch.aHength data
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The three VPA routines are:

vpA I-a routine that performs standard, "age-structured" VPA given

appropriate

pope (1972)

(1965).

VPA II--a routine that performs the VPA exact equivalent of R. Jones'

length cohort analysis (Jones, 1974; Jones and van Zalinge, 1981), but has

the advantage of providing results unaffec~ed by the length of the

intervals used to group the data because it is based on VPA. It allows

a summation of catch-at-length data by length class over any period of

time deemed suitable to simulate equilibrium. The results are independent

of the width of the length-class into which the catch-at-length data have

inputs. It has been tested and calibrated using the data in

who provides the theory behind the method, based on Culland

been grouped (Pauly, 1984, Chapter 7).

VPA III--the crucial routine that combines features of length-based

methods with the analytical power of age-structured virtual population

analysis. In effect, Fig. 3 presents a schematic description of the

method used here, in which the key step is using growth parameters obtained

through ELEFAN I to "slice" the available catch-at-length data into

a series of "pseudocohorts", using a set of growth parameters~ The method

depends on the assumption that the animals of a given pseudocohort do

indeed have the same age and that the exchange between pseudocohorts is

relatively small. It is then possible to conduct a normal age structured

VPA on the resulting catch.of "age" data. These assumptions will probably

not be strongly violated in the relatively short-lived shrimps off Kuwait.

The two annual cohorts remain identifiable through much of their passage

through the fishery.

Results

As a detailed examination of Fig. 3 shows, it is possible to compute

monthly recruitment figures using the approach suggested here if the two
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assumptions above are at least partly met (see Fig~ 4A for an example).

Monthly biomass by length group can also be computed, which in itself

will be extremely useful for a variety of purposes, e.g., the calibrati-_~.

of trawl data.

More importantly, it is possible to turn the monthly estimates of

shrimp biomass into monthly estimates of eggs produced, if the followin~b

steps are taken:

1. Estimate the mean length at first maturity (or even better, the

fraction of mature females by length class) by month for a typical,

representative year, or as an annual average.

2. Estimate the peak relative fecundity (eggs produced per adult

female during the peak spawning season).

3. Estimate the weighting factors to reduce the value obtained in

Step I to its value in months with lesser spawning activity. A monthly

plot of the percentage of mature females, or of the average gonadal stage

in the population, can be used for this purpose if care is taken to code

the month with the highest percentage of mature females (or the highest

average of gonadal stage) as code 1 (one), and to express the values of

the other months as fractions of one.

Besides the time series of recruitment (R) and of biomass (B), it

will thus become possible to obtain a time series of a pre-recruit
*

mortality index (M ) computed from

*
M = log (R. / S. 1). e 1 1- (2)

where R. is the recruitment in a given month, and S. 1 the number of
1 1-

eggs spawned in the previous month. Whether the S-value of the month

immediately preceeding R. is most appropriate will acutually depend on1

the absolute age of recruitment, which can be set using ELEFAN III by

selecting a given value of L , the length at recruitment.r
Fig. 4B shows an example of a

index -- a survival index obtained

time series of a closely related

by changingthe sign of eq. 2 -- for
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Recruitment

Fig. 4A. Monthly time SIIri8$of recruitment in the Peruvian anchowte (Nonhero stock) as obtained using ELEFAN III.

~
-loge (Rj/Sj-1 )
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i-ig. 48. Monthly time series of I survivI' index for the Peruvian Inchoveta. Note the relative stability of this index In

the developing phese of the fishery lbefor. 1968), VI the inStability of the second phase, corresponding to MS8V8ru
overexploitation of the anchoveta stock; note also that EI Nino evenu le.g., 1965, 1972, 1975176) are reflected by this

index only in the socond ph8S41Ifrom Pauly and Tsukayama 1983).
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the Peruvian anchoveta from 1961 to 1978. This index is quite sensiLiv~

to events that have affected the anchoveta stock during this period, ev~~

though it is based on a very preliminary analysis of the data then at

hand. The increasing effects of E1- Nino are evident following the

intensification of effort in this fishery in the late 60s.

Discussions

The major advantage of the methodology proposed here is that it can

be used to reconstruct past biomasses and the recruitment therefrom using

VPA, assuming sufficient "old" length-frequency data exist. Hence, one

of the most powerful methods presently available to population dynamicists

can be applied to data that are usually underutilized.

The approach suggested here also had the advantage of forcing one to

review, standardize and utilize older data sets, a step which is always

useful, given the high acquisition costs of fisheries data.

Another advantage of length-based VPA as discussed here is that it

provides estimates of recruitment, biomass, fishing mortality and derived

values such as mortality and survival indices on a monthly basis. This

is on a scale that is appropriate for animals as short-lived as shrimps.

These monthly values (rather than the annual values usually computed

and used) have the distinct advantage of "stretching" the available data,

and allowing inferences o~ between-year variations based on within-year

variations.

Simple correlation analysis, however, is inadequate with regard to

such inferences. Appropriate techniques, i.e. time series analysis,

must be applied to the time series obtained using the methodology outlined

here. Books that summarize methods for time series analysis are available,

however, (e.g., Chatfield,. 1975 and references therein).

Once account has been taken of serial correlation within time series

data, such data can be used to examine the potential impact.on recruitment
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. re-recruit mortality or survival) of parent stock (and/or eggs
,'" cn p

'~~J ~d) predator biomass (e.g., in the form of demersal fish biomass),
~:~ucc I. .

Jr ~3rious oceanographic factors. In fact, the large number of degrees

J: freedom that are generated by the method outlined here (via its high

:~=por31 resolution) should allow for simultaneous examination of a

--ber of factors (e.g., through some form of multiple regression),..1;6

sccething that usually cannot be done when only one data point is

3vailable per year.

The methodology proposed here thus offers a vast scope for future

in~estigation. As suggested by previous experience with it (see Pauly

3r.dTsukayama, 1983, the methods should also help quite rapidly identify

those factors that impact most on the recruitment of Kuwaiti shirmps.
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